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Abstract 
 
Biomaterial-based bone regeneration strategies often include a cellular component to accelerate 
healing. Modular approaches have the potential for minimally-invasive delivery and the ability to 
conformally fill complex defects. In this study, spherical gelatin microparticles were fabricated via 
water-in-oil emulsification and were subsequently crosslinked with genipin. Microparticle 
diameter depended on impeller geometry, and increased stirring rates consistently produced 
smaller particles with narrower size distributions. Increasing the concentration of gelatin resulted 
in larger particles with a broader size distribution. Viscoelastic characterization showed that 
increased gelatin concentration produced stiffer matrices, though the mechanical properties at 
lower gelatin concentration were more stable across strain rate. Microparticles of 6.0 % wt/vol 
gelatin were then applied as microcarriers for packed-bed culture of human mesenchymal stromal 
cells (MSC) at seeding densities of 5.0×103, 2.5×104, or 5.0×104 cells/cm2 of surface area, in either 
control or osteogenic medium. Cell viability was uniformly high (>90%) across seeding densities 
over 22 days in culture. MSC number stayed approximately constant in the 5.0×103 and 2.5×104 
cells/cm2 samples, while it dropped over time at 5.0×104 cells/cm2. Alkaline phosphatase activity 
was significantly upregulated in osteogenic conditions relative to controls at day 15, and absolute 
calcium deposition was strongly induced by days 15 and 22. However, calcium deposition per cell 
was highest in the lowest cell density, suggesting an inhibitory effect of high cell numbers. These 
results show that genipin-crosslinked gelatin microcarriers can be reproducibly fabricated and used 
as microcarriers for progenitor cells, which may have utility in treating large and complex bone 
defects. 
 
  



Introduction 
 Trauma and disease-induced bone fractures can be severely debilitating, in particular when the 
structure of the local microenvironment and/or cell populations are disrupted. Inhibition of bone 
regeneration by injury or disease can result in significant clinical morbidity, including delayed 
bone healing and non-unions [1, 2]. The field of biomaterials science has addressed these issues 
through the development of a variety of promising approaches to improving bone healing 
outcomes. Many of these approaches apply the conventional tissue engineering paradigm of 
combining osteogenic cells with a supportive biomaterial scaffold, in some cases in conjunction 
with controlled factor release, to guide and potentiate bone regeneration [3, 4]. Mesenchymal 
stromal cells (MSC) are often used in these applications because of their demonstrated 
involvement in the regeneration of bone [5, 6], as well as their putative paracrine and 
immunomodulatory effects [7, 8]. Cell-based approaches are particularly promising because only 
cells can create new bone, and in situations where regenerative cells are absent from the wound 
site they must either be recruited or provided exogenously [9, 10]. 
 There is increasing interest in the development of biomaterials-based modular tissue 
engineering systems, in which discrete units of material and/or engineered tissues are delivered to 
achieve a specific function. Modular approaches allow minimally-invasive delivery, and even 
complex defects can be conformally filled [11, 12]. The modular strategy also allows different 
types of tissue constructs to be combined to form complex and multiphasic engineered tissues [13, 
14]. To date, the main approaches for creating therapeutic bone fillers have used larger particulates, 
often auto- or allograft, with dimensions on the order of millimeters [15, 16]. However, the 
potential of micron-range colloidal particulates to enhance cellular development and tissue-
specific function is now being investigated more widely [13]. Particles in this size range are 
commonly called microcarriers, and are designed to maximize their capacity for attachment of cell 
populations, and for use as a cell culture and delivery method. Through careful biomaterial 
selection and fabrication, microcarriers can be created with tailored combinations of bioactivity, 
rigidity, and degradability. 
 In general, the microcarrier format offers a number of advantages over other cell culture and 
delivery approaches. A variety of microcarrier types are used routinely in the biotechnology 
industry [17, 18], and there is a well-developed body of science on process control, aseptic 
processing, and quality assurance. Microcarriers provide a very high surface area to volume ratio 
and therefore allow large cell populations to be supported in relatively small volumes: it is 
remarkable to consider that 10 mL of a concentrated paste of 150 µm-diameter microcarriers could 
support almost 250 million cells. Microcarriers can also be cultured in suspension, which greatly 
simplifies their maintenance, harvesting and potential use for cell transplantation. Importantly, 
cells cultured on microcarriers can be collected without the need for trypsinization and removal 
from their substrate, and intact populations of microcarriers can therefore be used for cell delivery, 
e.g. as a cell-containing tissue filler. Such use maintains the very important cell-matrix and cell-
cell contacts that are critical to tissue survival, engraftment, and development post-transplantation. 
In addition, cell delivery in a packed-bed geometry of concentrated microcarriers promotes 



diffusion-based and/or microvasculature-enabled perfusion of nutrients to and from the 
transplanted cells in ischemic environments.  
 Microcarriers for bone regeneration commonly use biomaterials with established biological 
relevance [19, 20], including collagen, gelatin, calcium phosphates, apatites, bioactive glasses, and 
calcium carbonates [21, 22]. Typically, microspheres of such cytocompatible materials are 
generated through the batch emulsification or pinched flow droplet formation of an aqueous 
polymer solution phase into a surrounding nonpolar phase (recently reviewed in [13]). Batch-
emulsification provides the benefit of rapid microparticle production, but at the cost of greater size 
polydispersity. Particle size and size distribution can be modulated to some degree by varying the 
viscosity of the continuous phase, the rate of emulsification, and the impeller geometry, as well as 
by the addition of surfactants and post-production filtration [23, 24]. In contrast, microfluidic or 
flow-focusing techniques are capable of generating particles with a narrow size distribution; 
however, the rate of production is comparatively low [25, 26]. 
 Gelatin and other collagen-derived materials have been used extensively as base materials for 
microcarriers due to their broad availability, ease of processing, and generally excellent 
cytocompatibility. There is a rich literature on the use of collagen and gelatin microparticles as 
cell carriers, and several commercial products are available, including collagen Cellagen [27], 
gelatin Cultispher®-S [28, 29], and porous gelatin-coated dextran Cytodex®-3 microcarriers. The 
fabrication of collagen [23, 30] and gelatin [31-33, 34, 35, 36] microparticles has been 
demonstrated using bulk emulsification [37, 38], microfluidics [39], coacervation [40], and sol-gel 
synthesis [12]. In some cases these microcarriers are augmented with other macromolecules such 
as chitosan [41] or silk fibroin [25, 39], or with a mineral phase such as tricalcium phosphate [15, 
30], calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite [42, 43], or hydroxyapatite [44, 38]. 
 Collagen and collagen-peptides foster the attachment and reorganization by many cell types, 
including a variety of progenitor cells known to be involved in bone formation. Additionally, these 
materials are autocatalytically, thermally, or chemically-crosslinkable at room temperature and in 
physiological conditions [30]. The mechanical properties of collagen-based materials can be 
further controlled through the addition or reduction of reinforcing agents. Such physical changes 
can in turn alter the osteogenic capacity of the substrate, as evidenced by changes in key phenotype 
markers, including alkaline phosphatase, osteocalcin, and calcium deposition. Gelatin in particular 
has found use in a number of bone defect filler applications, as a result of this material’s low cost, 
ease of handling, and general cytocompatibility [15, 23, 27-29, 45-46]. Gelatin is available as a 
highly purified product, and consists of collagen polypeptides that are soluble in hot water. When 
cooled below 25 °C, the peptides form a hydrogel, which can be crosslinked to produce a stable 
matrix. These materials retain the cell-binding sites of native collagen, and therefore are excellent 
cell culture substrates. 
 In the current study, gelatin microparticles were fabricated through an oil-in-water 
emulsification method, with a focus on achieving a high production rate and a narrow population 
size distribution. The effect of impeller geometry, stirring rate, and gelatin concentration on the 
size and size distribution of gelatin microparticles was assessed. Formed microparticles were 



subsequently crosslinked with genipin, a small molecule that imparts markedly less residual 
cytotoxicity to protein- and peptide-based matrices, relative to commonly used aldehyde 
crosslinkers [47]. The viscoelastic mechanical properties of the crosslinked gelatin matrices were 
assessed using shear rheometry. MSC were seeded onto select genipin-crosslinked gelatin 
microparticle formulations to create cell microcarriers consisting of osteoprogenitor cells attached 
to a peptide matrix. These microcarriers were cultured in a packed-bed geometry to loosely mimic 
how such particles can be delivered in bone defect-filling applications. The viability, proliferation, 
and differentiated state of the MSC were assessed over a period of three weeks in both control and 
osteogenic culture. Few previous studies have focused on the use if genipin-crosslinked gelatin 
microcarriers for osteogenesis, and most have been limited to shorter culture times [31-33].  The 
goal of the current study was to characterize the fabrication of genipin-crosslinked gelatin 
microcarriers and their capacity for support of bone cell maintenance, growth and differentiation, 
with an emphasis on the ability to promote osteogenic differentiation of human progenitor cells. 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Materials 
 Type A (acid-treated porcine skin) 225 bloom strength gelatin was procured from Sigma 
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). A 100 cSt polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) product was procured 
from Clearco Products (Bensalem, PA, USA). Pluronic® L101, a nonionic, difunctional, block 
copolymer surfactant, was procured from BASF Corporation (Vandalia, IL, USA). Genipin, a 
naturally-derived crosslinking agent, was procured from Wako Chemicals (Richmond, VA, USA). 

Generation of gelatin microcarriers 
 A water-in-oil emulsification process, illustrated schematically in Figure 1, was used to 
generate gelatin microscale droplets. Aliquots of 5.0 mL of the desired gelatin concentration (6.0, 
10.0, or 14.0% (wt/vol) gelatin in PBS at pH 7.4) were equilibrated within a 37 °C water bath 
before dropwise addition to a stirred 50 mL PDMS oil bath held at 40 °C on a heated plate. The 
resultant emulsion was stirred at set rates of 250, 380, or 500 rpm with custom impellers. These 

Figure 1: Schematic showing gelatin microcarrier production by water-in-oil emulsification and subsequent
seeding with cells. Microcarriers in this study were composed of Type A gelatin crosslinked with genipin.



impeller designs are shown in Figure 2 as: a radial-blade impeller with a 7 mm by 12.47 mm cross-
section 35 mm-long blade and two dual-blade axial impellers with cylindrical blade diameters of 
0.33 mm or 1.0 mm. While the radial-blade impeller has been used in previous studies, the axial 
impellers have been custom designed for the generation of microparticles used as microcarriers in 
this current study. After 5 minutes of stirring at 40 °C, using one of these three impellers, the 
resulting emulsion was transferred to a 4 °C ice bath and stirring was continued for an additional 
30 minutes to allow microdroplet solidification. The resulting suspension of solid gelatin 
microparticles was mixed with PBS at 23 °C containing 0.01% (vol/vol) Pluronic L101 surfactant 
and centrifuged at 300 × G for 5 minutes to collect the gelatin microparticles and separate them 
from the PDMS phase [48]. Remaining surfactant solution was extracted from collected 
microparticles by re-suspension and washing in PBS for further processing. 

 
Genipin crosslinking of gelatin microcarriers 
 Gelatin microparticles were admixed to 1.0% (wt/vol) genipin in PBS solution under 
continuous rotational suspension to allow crosslinking to occur.  Degree of crosslinking was time-
dependent and a mixing duration of 48 hours at 23 oC was used to allow total saturation of reactive 
amine groups [34]. Genipin creates crosslinks by catalyzing reactions between lysine residues on 
amine moieties of the gelatin molecule. Hydrogels crosslinked in this manner have been 
determined to reach a maximum degree of crosslinking of approximately 90 %, which imparts a 
mild red autofluorescence the gelatin material [35, 49]. The gelatin used in this study had a melting 
temperature of approximately 32 °C, such that crosslinking could be carried out at room 
temperature without fusion of particles. Crosslinked gelatin microcarriers (GmC) were washed 
successively in ethanol and deionized (DI) water to extract residual genipin. All microcarriers were 
subjected to 10 minutes of ethanol-submersion sterilization and UV sterilization (Sylvania UV-C 
255 nm germicidal T8 30W lamp) before use. 
 
 

Figure 2: Comparative schematics of a) radial-bladed impeller and b) dual axial-
bladed impellers. The axial-bladed impeller geometries used in this study differed only
in blade cross-sectional dimensions, either 0.33 mm (Axial-0.3) or 1.0 mm (Axial-1.0).
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Particle size analysis 
 General examination and characterization of the morphology of gelatin microparticles was 
accomplished using light microscopy. GmC micrographs were captured with an inverted phase 
contrast microscope and analyzed using NIS Elements viewer software (Nikon). Automated 
particle size measurement was performed using laser diffraction analysis (Malvern Mastersizer 
2000S, Westborough, MA). Samples of microcarrier dispersions were suspended in DI water 
within the sample reservoir agitated at 1750 rpm. The count median diameter for GmC was 
measured until the recorded laser obscuration exceeded 5%. Using Mie light scattering theory, a 
gelatin refractive index of 1.52, and water’s refractive index of 1.33, the particle analyzer 
calculated a distribution of spherical particle diameters by scanning 30,000 snapshots over a 30 
second time-span. Data generated from automated particle analysis were used to graph particle 
size distributions and calculate population statistics. Histograms presented in this work use bins in 
which the bin labels represent the maximum size of the lower bin, which is also the minimum size 
of the next larger bin. 

 
Mechanical characterization of gelatin materials 
 Rheological analysis was used to determine the impact of gelatin concentration on material 
mechanical properties. Gelatin hydrogels were characterized using a rotational rheometer (AR-G2, 
TA Instruments, Newcastle DE) with a Peltier temperature-controlled stage and 8 mm parallel 
plate measurement head. Measurements were taken at 25 °C on 10 mm diameter discoid samples 
of 6.0, 10.0, or 14.0% (wt/vol) gelatin at a pre-load of 0.5 N with a gap height of 3 mm. A 0.1-10 
radian/second (rad/s) oscillating frequency sweep test was conducted at a constant oscillating 
strain of 0.1% to identify the linear viscoelastic region (LVER). A 0.1 - 10% oscillating strain 
sweep test was then administered at a constant oscillating frequency of 1 rad/s to establish a 
modulus-strain relationship for the specified concentrations of gelatin hydrogels. Finally, a 20 s 
time sweep test was administered at a constant oscillating frequency of 1 rad/s and constant 
oscillating strain of 0.1%. 
 
Cell culture 
 Human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSC, RoosterBio, Frederick MD) 
were expanded to passage 7 in defined growth medium (RoosterNourishTM, RoosterBio, Frederick 
MD). Control medium (CTRL) consisted of Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) 
supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% (vol/vol) penicillin-
streptomycin. Osteogenic (OST) medium was prepared by adjusting CTRL medium to final 
concentrations of 0.2 mM L-ascorbic acid 2-phosphate, 10 mM β-glycerophosphate, and 100 nM 
dexamethasone. All cell culture was performed in a standard incubator at 37 °C in a 5% CO2. Upon 
reaching 70–80% confluence in T-175 polystyrene culture flasks, MSC were trypsinized and 
suspended in medium for seeding of GMC at cell densities of 5,000 MSC/cm2 (5K/cm2), 25,000 
MSC/cm2 (25K/cm2), or 50,000 MSC/cm2 (50K/cm2). GmC used in cell culture experiments were 
generated using an Axial-1.0 impeller at 500 rpm, resulting in an average GMC diameter of 177.3 



µm. GMC were cultured in packed beds in a conical tube to loosely simulate how microcarriers 
would be assembled if used as a bone void-filling material. Nutrient medium was changed every 
3-4 days over the span of a three-week culture period. 
 
Cell viability, number, ALP activity, and calcium deposition 
 On day 1 after seeding, and subsequently on day 8, day 15, and day 22 of culture, MSC were 
assayed for DNA content, ALP activity, and calcium deposition. These assays were used to 
characterize the number, proliferation rate, and differentiated state of the MSC. Additionally, vital 
staining was performed on days 8, 15, and 22 to determine the viability, general shape, and 
distribution of MSC in microcarrier culture. 
 Packed-beds of MSC-loaded microcarriers were transferred to 24-well plates for visual 
inspection and were incubated with 0.1% (vol/vol) calcein AM and 0.1% (vol/vol) ethidium 
homodimer in DMEM for 45 minutes prior to rinsing and suspension in PBS. Both fluorescence 
and bright-field imaging on an inverted microscope were used to assess cell viability and 
morphology. Live cells were captured in the green fluorescence channel while the red channel of 
the same field of view was imaged to capture any dead cells and microcarrier autofluorescence. 
Corresponding bright-field images of these fields captured all cells and microcarriers. 
 The quantity of cellular DNA in samples was assayed as a measure of relative cell numbers, 
which were used to normalize ALP activity and calcium deposition, using the commercially 
available Quanti-iT™ PicoGreen double-stranded DNA assay kit kit (Invitrogen, Grand Island, 
NY) as described previously [36]. Briefly, total DNA was isolated from packed-bed culture 
samples through solubilization in 0.1% (wt/vol) sodium dodecyl sulfate 10 mM Tris-HCL solution 
(0.1%SDS TBS) adjusted to a pH of 7.5. Samples were subsequently centrifuged at 10,000 × G 
for 10 minutes before aspiration of supernatants for further use in quantifying DNA content by 
PicoGreen assay using the manufacturer’s protocol and reagents. Briefly, lysate samples, alongside 
reference samples of Lambda-DNA standards, were admixed with 0.5% (vol/vol) PicoGreen 1mM 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) TBS for 5 minutes of reaction time. Fluorescence signal 
from each reacted sample, pipetted into a 96-well plate, was read with an excitation wavelength of 
485 nm at an emission wavelength of 528 nm. 
 ALP activity was quantified as described previously [36] by first lysing MSC in 0.1 % SDS 
TBS, centrifuging at 10,000 × G for 10 minutes, and then collecting the respective supernatants. 
Sample supernatants were each admixed with 1.5 M 2-amino-2-methylpropanol-buffered 5 mM 
p-nitrophenyl phosphate substrate solution in a 96-well plate for 30 minutes of reaction on shaker 
plate. This reaction was stopped with the addition of 3.0 N NaOH to all sample wells. Sample 
absorbance was measured at 405 nm. 
 Calcium deposition was measured using an orthocresolphthalein complex one (OCPC) method 
described in earlier studies [50, 51]. Briefly, sample sediments from 10,000 × G centrifugation 
were digested in 1.0 N acetic acid overnight on a 37oC shaker plate. These were each then admixed 
with a 5:5:2:88 volume ratio blend of 14.8 M ethanolamine-boric acid buffer (pH 11), 1 mg/ml 
OCPC solution, 50 mg/ml 8-hydroxyquinoline in 95% ethanol solution, and deionized water in a 



96-well plate for 10 minutes of reaction on shaker plate. Sample absorbance was then measured at 
575 nm. 
 
Statistical analysis 
 Microcarrier sizes, mechanical data, ALP activities, calcium levels, and DNA yields are all 
reported as numerical mean ± standard deviation. For these data sets, groups were compared and 
analyzed by ANOVA and t-test. A resulting F-value of greater than F-critical and a p-value of less 
than 0.05 between groups were considered statistically significant. 
 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Gelatin microparticle morphology and size 
 The effect of impeller geometry and rotation speed on the morphology, average size, and size 
distribution of gelatin microparticles was assessed both through optical imaging and automated 
particle size analysis. All formulations of batch-emulsified gelatin microparticles exhibited highly 
spheroidal geometries with regular borders and visually smooth surfaces. The diameter of 
microcarriers is functionally significant since it determines the surface area available for cell 
attachment on each particle. The size distribution of a population of microcarriers is important 
because it determines the achievable packing density of microparticles [52, 53], as the well as the 
overall surface area available for cell attachment. 
 Figure 3 shows the effect of impeller geometry on microparticle size using a rotational speed 
of 500 rpm, using a 6.0 % wt/vol gelatin matrix. Panels a-c show images of the produced 
microparticles and the corresponding size histograms. Microparticles generated by the radial 
impeller, displayed a relatively monodisperse size distribution dominated by very small gelatin 
particles (6.7±0.3 μm). This impeller geometry was used in previous studies [34-36] to create very 
small (6-21 µm diameter) microspheres designed for growth factor delivery. However, 
microcarriers designed as platforms for cell culture and delivery require sufficient surface area to 
support cell attachment, differentiation, and growth. Therefore, we experimented with other 
impeller geometries to create microcarriers of appropriate size and size distribution. 
  



  The two axial impeller geometries that were investigated differed in the diameter of the 
impeller blade: the Axial-0.3 configuration used 0.33 mm diameter blades, while the Axial-1.0 
version used 1.0 mm diameter blades. Axial blade impellers produced larger particles at the same 
rotation speed, relative to the radial impeller. The Axial-0.3 impeller created GmC with median 
diameters of 86.2 ± 14.2 μm, while the Axial-1.0 configuration produced microcarriers with 
median diameters of 177.3 ± 13.0 μm. Batch to batch reproducibility was very high for all impeller 
types (Supplemental Figures S1, S2). The error bars in Figures 3-6 represent the variation in 
average particle size between batches at the same fabrication conditions, further showing the 
repeatability between batches. The histograms in panel (d) of Figs 3-6 show the the variation of 
particle size within a given batch, since they show the entire population size distribution. A 
comparison across all impeller geometries (Fig. 3d) shows the distinct population size distribution 

Figure 3: Effect of impeller geometry on microparticle size using a stirring rate of 500 rpm. Upper
panels show brightfield optical microscopy and batch-to-batch size distribution of microparticles formed
by a) radial-blade, b) 0.33 mm diameter axial-blade, and c) 1.0 mm diameter axial-blade impeller
geometries. Scale bars represent 400 μm. Aggregate data are presented as d) representative size
distributions, and e) median ± standard deviation for each impeller geometry.

400 µm 400 µm 400 µm



produced by each impeller type at a single rotational speed. Microparticle populations produced 
by the radial configuration were generally too small for use as cellular microcarriers, and therefore 
subsequent experiments were performed with axial-blade impellers. 
 The effect of impeller rotation speed was further examined using the axial blade configuration, 
again using a 6.0 % wt/vol gelatin matrix. Increasing rotation speed of the Axial-1.0 impeller from 
250 rpm to 380 rpm to 500 rpm produced microparticles with count median diameters of 341.7 ± 
16.9 μm, 222.0 ± 4.4 μm, and 177.3 ± 13.0 μm, respectively, as shown in Figure 4. The population 
size polydispersity decreased moderately with increasing impeller rate, as shown by the histograms 
of particle size (Fig. 4d) and aggregate sizing data (Fig. 4e). A similar study using the Axial-0.3 
impeller resulted in median microparticle diameters of 173.2 ± 9.4 μm, 139.1 ± 5.8 μm, and 86.2 
± 14.2 μm, at 250, 380 and 500 rpm, as shown in Figure 5. The size distribution became narrower 
at the highest impeller rate and this impeller configuration resulted reproducible microcarrier 
batches in the general size range of 100-200 µm in diameter, which has been shown to be 
supportive of osteogenic activity of progenitor cells [54, 55]. Importantly, this size of 
microparticles is able to support attachment of multiple cells (50-100 per microcarrier, depending 
on size) and can also be injected through a needle as small as 21 gauge (inner diameter ∼500 µm 
without damage. 

  

Figure 4: Effect of stirring rate on gelatin microparticle size using the Axial-1.0 impeller geometry.
Upper panels show brightfield optical microscopy of microparticles formed at a) 250 rpm, b) 380 rpm,
and c) 500 rpm stirring rates. Scale bars represent 400 μm. Aggregate data are presented as d)
representative size distributions, and e) median ± standard deviation for each stirring rate.

400 µm 400 µm 400 µm



  

  Figure 6 shows the effects of gelatin concentration on the size of gelatin microparticles created 
using the Axial-0.3 impeller at a stirring speed of 500 rpm. The microparticles produced were 
similar in visual appearance (Fig. 6a-c), with a smooth and spherical morphology. Increasing the 
concentration of gelatin base material from 6.0 % to 10.0 % and 14.0 % (wt/vol) resulted in 
decreased polydispersity of the microparticle population, as shown by the histogram of the particle 
size distribution (Fig. 6d). Increasing gelatin concentration also resulted in a clear increasing trend 
in median particle size, with median diameters of 86.2 ± 14.2, 122.7 ± 4.1 μm, and 149.6 ± 6.2 
μm, respectively, as shown in the aggregate population data (Fig. 6e). 
 In general, microparticle size exhibited a positive correlation with the quantity of dissolved 
solids and a negative correlation with the rate of stirring during emulsification. Additionally, these 
results suggested a negative correlation between the dissolved solids quantity and the population 
size polydispersity of the generated microparticle batch. These relationships provide flexibility 
when designing microcarriers for particular applications. In other studies, surfactants have been 
employed during emulsification in efforts to achieve greater control over size distribution, though 
their effect has generally not been strong and there can be concern about the effect on cell viability 
and function [23, 38, 40]. In the present study, microparticles were made without surfactants in 
the range of approximately 10-350 µm in diameter, depending on the impeller geometry, stirring 
rate, and matrix composition. It should be noted that gelatin concentrations as low as 2.0 % (wt/vol) 

Figure 5: Effect of stirring rate on gelatin microparticle size using the Axial-0.3 impeller geometry.
Upper panels show brightfield optical microscopy of microparticles formed at a) 250 rpm, b) 380 rpm,
and c) 500 rpm stirring rates. Scale bars represent 400 μm. Aggregate data are presented as d)
representative size distributions, and e) median ± standard deviation for each stirring rate.

400 µm 400 µm 400 µm



could be used to fabricate microparticles (data not shown); however, at low concentrations the 
resulting particles were irregular, non-spherical, and generally more fragile. Stable, spherical 
particles are preferred in cell delivery applications since their flow and packing properties are more 
predictable. 

  
Mechanical properties of gelatin materials 
 A range of mechanobiology studies have identified a link between cell culture substrate 
stiffness and the differentiation capacity of progenitor cells (reviewed recently in [56-59]). Gelatin 
is markedly less stiff than the natural collagen-hydroxyapatite composite of bone, but has been 
used widely as a cytocompatible and stable substrate for the culture of many cell types. 
Importantly, surfaces of stiffness well below that of the ceramic compounds in native bone have 
been shown to provide osteogenic enhancement to progenitor cells [60]. 
 In the present study, the mechanical properties of gelatin at defined concentrations suitable for 
microparticle preparation were assessed using oscillatory shear rheometry, as shown in Figure 7. 
Hydrogels prepared with of 6.0 %, 10.0 %, and 14.0 % (wt/vol) gelatin were found to have shear 
storage moduli (G’) of 34.7 ± 3.7 kPa, 45.8 ± 1.8 kPa, and 47.5 ± 3.7 kPa, respectively (Fig. 7a). 
The corresponding loss moduli (G”) were 1.0 ± 0.2 kPa, 1.2 ± 0.1 kPa, and 2.0 ± 0.3 kPa, 
respectively (Fig. 7b). The direct positive correlation between gelatin content and shear modulus 
is presumably a result of greater polymer entanglement and interactions at higher solids content. 
A strain sweep from 0.1-10 % at 1 rad/s (Fig. 7c) showed that the storage modulus of 6.0 % gelatin 

Figure 6: Effect of gelatin concentration on gelatin microparticle size using the Axial-0.3
impeller at 500 rpm. Upper panels show brightfield optical microscopy of microparticles formed
at a) 6.0 % wt/vol, b) 10.0 % wt/vol, and c) 14.0 % wt/vol gelatin. Scale bars represent 400 μm.
Aggregate data are presented as d) representative size distributions, and e) median ± standard
deviation for each gelatin concentration.

400 µm 400 µm 400 µm



was markedly less sensitive to strain amplitude 
that that of the higher concentrations. This lower 
sensitivity to strain amplitude may result from an 
increased ratio between chemical and physical 
crosslinking, as chemical crosslinking is naturally 
less susceptible to physical deformation. The 
shear modulus determined in this study for 6.0 % 
(wt/vol) gelatin was similar to values previously 
reported to exhibit an osteogenic effect on 
similarly crosslinked collagenous substrates [56-
59, 61]. We chose the 6.0 % gelatin for further 
study because of its consistent behavior across 
strain amplitudes, ease of preparation, and 
relevance to prior work [34-36, 62]. 
 
 
Viability and osteogenic effect of seeding 
density in GmC culture 
 Figure 8 shows images of formed GmC that 
were seeded with MSC at nominal cell densities 
of 5,000 cells/cm2 (5K/cm2), 25,000 cells/cm2 
(25K/cm2), or 50,000 cells/cm2 (50K/cm2) GMC 
created using an Axial-1.0 impeller at 500 rpm, 
resulting in an average diameter of 177.3 µm. 
GMC were cultured over 3 weeks in either control 
or osteogenic media. Brightfield images showed 
highly spherical particles with cells attached to 
their surfaces (Fig. 8a). The genipin-treated 
microparticles have a blue to purple pigmentation 
as a side product of the genipin-gelatin 
crosslinking reaction [31, 34, 36, 63, 64]. 
Viability staining of the cellular component 
allowed visualization of MSC under fluorescence 
microscopy. After two weeks of culture (Fig. 8b), 
cell viability assay in all sample conditions 
revealed highly viable cells, as evidenced by 
abundant green staining of living cells and very 
little red nuclear staining in dead cells. GmC 
fluoresce in the red channel due to 
autofluorescence caused by genipin crosslinking, 

Figure 7: Mechanical properties of gelatin
formulations determined using shear rheometry.
Genipin-crosslinked gelatin materials were
analyzed to determine the a) storage modulus, b)
loss modulus, and c) effect of strain amplitude for
formulations of 6.0, 10.0, and 14.0 % wt/vol.
Brackets and associated stars indicate statistically
significant differences (p<0.05).



which facilitated identification of the substrate but had the potential to mask the red signal of dead 
cells. However, control experiments showed the presence of red-stained dead cell nuclei following 
ethanol treatment (Figure S3), which could be distinguished from the background gelatin 
autofluorescence. 
 

 
 Cell viability was high at all cell densities and was maintained for the three-week culture 
period. The panels in Figure 8 show only a single cross-section of the sample, but it was confirmed 
that cell viability was uniform over the microcarriers. Cell viability was similarly high and uniform 
on the microcarriers under both control and osteogenic conditions. High cell viability has been 
observed previously using microcarrier culture [31, 65, 66]. The gelatin substrate, itself, is highly 
favorable for cell attachment, maintenance, and growth [67]. In addition to these features 
contributing to GmC cytocompatibility, the genipin crosslinker is known to be significantly less 
toxic than more common crosslinkers like glutaraldehyde and 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl aminopropyl) 
carbodiimide [30]. Examination of the green-stained cytoplasm of the cells in Figure 8 suggests 

Figure 8: Optical microscopy images of MSC-laden gelatin microcarriers seeded at densities of 5,000 cells/cm2, 25,000
cells/cm2, and 50,000 cells/cm2. Microcarriers were cultured for three weeks in packed beds in either control (CTRL) or
osteogenic (OST) medium. Brightfield images were taken at a) day 1 after seeding, and brightfield and fluorescent images
were subsequently taken at b) day 8, c) day 15, and d) day 22 after seeding. Vital staining shows the cytoplasm of living
cells in green. The genipin-crosslinked gelatin matrix autofluoresces slightly in the red channel, but dead cells can be
distinguished by red punctate nuclei. Scale bars represent 200 μm.
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that MSC were able to attach and spread on the surface of microcarriers and at higher densities 
formed confluent layers that covered the surface. Previous studies have shown that attachment 
efficiency of cells to microcarriers is routinely high [28], and in the present study MSC seeding 
efficiency on 6.0 % gelatin microcarriers was >96% (Supplemental Figure S4). At this seeding 
efficiency, the average 177 µm diameter microcarrier would be expected to be seeded with 
approximately 15 cells per microcarrier on day 1 of culture, using a 15K cell/mL seeding density. 
The microcarrier format has the advantage that cells are exposed directly to the culture medium 
over a large surface area, allowing ready diffusion of nutrients, oxygen, and waste products, which 
in turn promotes high viability. In addition, dead cells will not adhere to the microcarrier surface 
and therefore will be washed away in the medium. These factors likely contribute to the very high 
viability of MSC on GmC observed in this study. 
 Figure 9 shows quantification of DNA extracted from packed beds of cultured Microcarriers 
over time, which provides an indicator of relative cell numbers. At day 1, the assayed cell numbers 
correlated in general with the initial seeding density for both CTRL and OST conditions. At the 
5K/cm2 and 25K/cm2 seeding densities, cell number remained relatively constant over the culture 
period in control medium. At the 50K/cm2 density, cell number declined over time in control 
medium and plateaued at a similar level to the samples with 25K/cm2 initial seeding density. In 
contrast, cell number in osteogenic medium increased by day 8, but then fell back to a level similar 
to the samples with 25K/cm2 initial seeding density at later time points. In general, there was little 
cell proliferation observed across the three week study period. This finding may be due to the use 
of the packed bed culture geometry, in which the relatively higher regional cell concentration may 
have inhibited cell proliferation, relative to less concentrated suspension culture. Similar findings 
have been found in prior work on culturing MSC on scaffolds in static culture, which was shown 
to enhance osteogenic markers, but decreased cell proliferation [68].  Similar rapid mineralization 
and matrix deposition was visible in the course of this study.  Packed bed samples seeded at 
25K/cm2 and 50K/cm2 in CTRL and OST conditions had fused completely by day 15, and this 
behavior was observed as early as day 8 in 50K/cm2 samples. Taken together, these observations 
suggest a compounded osteogenic effect stemming from both the substrate material and culture 
method. 



 
  Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity is an early marker of osteoblastic function and the 
process of matrix mineralization [69, 70]. Figure 10 shows ALP activity of cells cultured on 
Microcarriers over time in response to control and osteogenic media, both in absolute terms (Fig. 
10a) as well as normalized to DNA content (Fig. 10b). At the lowest cell seeding density (5K/cm2), 
ALP activity did not change significantly over 3 weeks in culture in either control or osteogenic 
conditions. In contrast, at the higher seeding densities (25K/cm2, 50K/cm2) ALP activity increased 
significantly by day 8 and then returned to baseline levels. This effect was especially prominent in 
osteogenic culture and persisted when the data were normalized for DNA content, which is related 
to cell number. 

Figure 9: DNA content of gelatin microcarrier cultures over three weeks in control (CTRL) or osteogenic
(OST) medium. Microcarriers were seeded at densities of 5,000 cells/cm2, 25,000 cells/cm2, or 50,000
cells/cm2 on day 0. Brackets and associated stars indicate statistically significant differences (p<0.05).



 
 Calcium deposition is a direct indication of matrix mineralization and osteogenesis. Figure 11 
shows calcium deposition in Microcarriers cultures over time in response to control and osteogenic 
media, both in absolute terms (Fig. 11a) as well as normalized to DNA content (Fig. 11b). Calcium 
deposition generally increased over time in both control and osteogenic media, though the effect 
was markedly enhanced in osteogenic conditions. By day 15 and 22 in osteogenic medium, the 
25K/cm2 cultures had achieved 15.7-fold and 16.9-fold increases in calcium deposition, 
respectively, relative to day 1. The 50K/cm2 cultures in osteogenic medium achieved 17.2-fold 
and 19.3-fold increases in calcium deposition, respectively, over the same time period. When 

Figure 10: Quantification of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity of gelatin microcarrier cultures over three weeks in control (CTRL) or
osteogenic (OST) medium. Microcarriers were seeded at densities of 5,000 cells/cm2, 25,000 cells/cm2, or 50,000 cells/cm2 on day 0. ALP
activity is expressed as a) absolute amount, and b) normalized relative to DNA content. Brackets and associated stars indicate statistically
significant differences (p<0.05).

Figure 11: Quantification of calcium deposition (Ca) of gelatin microcarrier cultures over three weeks in control (CTRL) or osteogenic
(OST) medium. Microcarriers were seeded at densities of 5,000 cells/cm2, 25,000 cells/cm2, or 50,000 cells/cm2 on day 0. Calcium
deposition is expressed as a) absolute amount, and b) normalized relative to DNA content. Brackets and associated stars indicate
statistically significant differences (p<0.05).



normalized for DNA content, the general trends of increased calcium deposition over time were 
still pronounced; however the effect of cell density became evident. Low seeding density (5K/cm2) 
resulted in higher relative calcium deposition per cell than higher cell densities by days 14 and 21, 
in both control and osteogenic media. In osteogenic medium, the amount of calcium deposited per 
cell was inversely related to the initial seeding density, suggesting that higher cell numbers have 
an inhibitory effect on matrix mineralization.  
 
 
Conclusions 
 
 This study demonstrates that high yields of genipin-crosslinked gelatin microparticles can be 
reproducibly fabricated using a facile water-in-oil emulsification method. The size and size 
distribution of microparticle populations can be varied by controlling the impeller geometry, 
stirring rate, and concentration of gelatin. The mechanical properties of the matrix vary with gelatin 
concentration, with increasing concentrations resulting in stiffer matrices. Our studies show more 
specifically that a 6.0 % (wt/vol) microparticle used as a microcarrier for adult human MSC 
maintained high cell viability of attached cells over three weeks in culture in both control and 
osteogenic medium. The progenitor cells undergo osteogenic differentiation over time in culture, 
as evidenced by increased alkaline phosphatase activity and mineral deposition. The degree of 
osteogenesis is dependent on the initial seeding density of the microcarriers, with higher densities 
generally resulting in greater absolute osteogenic function. However, higher cell densities may 
also inhibit some aspects of matrix mineralization through a negative feedback effect. Taken 
together, these findings suggest that genipin-crosslinked GmC with a narrow size distribution are 
easily fabricated without the use of surfactant. The processed GmC support high cell attachment 
and viability, and are suitable substrates for the osteogenic differentiation of human progenitor 
cells. Such microcarriers are promising candidates for the culture and delivery of osteoprogenitor 
cell lines, and may have utility in regenerative medicine approaches to orthopedic tissue repair. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1: Schematic showing gelatin microcarrier production by water-in-oil emulsification and 
subsequent seeding with cells. Microcarriers in this study were composed of Type A gelatin 
crosslinked with genipin. 
 
Figure 2: Comparative schematics of a) radial-bladed impeller and b) dual axial-bladed impellers. 
The axial-bladed impeller geometries used in this study differed only in blade cross-sectional 
dimensions, either 0.33 mm (Axial-0.3) or 1.0 mm (Axial-1.0). 
 
Figure 3: Effect of impeller geometry on microparticle size using a stirring rate of 500 rpm. Upper 
panels show brightfield optical microscopy and batch-to-batch size distribution of microparticles 
formed by a) radial-blade, b) 0.33 mm diameter axial-blade, and c) 1.0 mm diameter axial-blade 
impeller geometries. Aggregate data are presented as d) representative size distributions, and e) 
median ± standard deviation for each impeller geometry. 

Figure 4: Effect of stirring rate on gelatin microparticle size using the Axial-1.0 impeller geometry. 
Upper panels show brightfield optical microscopy of microparticles formed at a) 250 rpm, b) 380 
rpm, and c) 500 rpm stirring rates. Aggregate data are presented as d) representative size 
distributions, and e) median ± standard deviation for each stirring rate. 

Figure 5: Effect of stirring rate on gelatin microparticle size using the Axial-0.3 impeller geometry. 
Upper panels show brightfield optical microscopy of microparticles formed at a) 250 rpm, b) 380 
rpm, and c) 500 rpm stirring rates. Aggregate data are presented as d) representative size 
distributions, and e) median ± standard deviation for each stirring rate. 

Figure 6: Effect of gelatin concentration on gelatin microparticle size using the Axial-0.3 impeller 
at 500 rpm. Upper panels show brightfield optical microscopy of microparticles formed at a) 6.0 
% wt/vol, b) 10.0 % wt/vol, and c) 14.0 % wt/vol gelatin. Aggregate data are presented as d) 
representative size distributions, and e) median ± standard deviation for each gelatin concentration. 
 
Figure 7: Mechanical properties of gelatin formulations determined using shear rheometry. 
Genipin-crosslinked gelatin materials were analyzed to determine the a) storage modulus, b) loss 
modulus, and c) effect of strain amplitude for formulations of 6.0, 10.0, and 14.0 % wt/vol. 
Brackets and associated stars indicate statistically significant differences (p<0.05). 
 
Figure 8: Optical microscopy images of MSC-laden gelatin microcarriers seeded at densities of 
5,000 cells/cm

2
, 25,000 cells/cm

2
, and 50,000 cells/cm

2
. Microcarriers were cultured for three 

weeks in packed beds in either control (CTRL) or osteogenic (OST) medium. Brightfield images 
were taken at a) day 1 after seeding, and brightfield and fluorescent images were subsequently 
taken at b) day 8, c) day 15, and d) day 22 after seeding. Vital staining shows the cytoplasm of 
living cells in green. The genipin-crosslinked gelatin matrix autofluoresces slightly in the red 
channel, but dead cells can be distinguished by red punctate nuclei. Scale bars represent 200 μm. 
 
Figure 9: DNA content of gelatin microcarrier cultures over three weeks in control (CTRL) or 
osteogenic (OST) medium. Microcarriers were seeded at densities of 5,000 cells/cm

2
, 25,000 



cells/cm
2
, or 50,000 cells/cm

2
 on day 0. Brackets and associated stars indicate statistically 

significant differences (p<0.05). 
 
Figure 10: Quantification of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity of gelatin microcarrier cultures 
over three weeks in control (CTRL) or osteogenic (OST) medium. Microcarriers were seeded at 
densities of 5,000 cells/cm2, 25,000 cells/cm2, or 50,000 cells/cm2 on day 0. ALP activity is 
expressed as a) absolute amount, and b) normalized relative to DNA content. Brackets and 
associated stars indicate statistically significant differences (p<0.05). 
 
Figure 11: Quantification of calcium deposition (Ca) of gelatin microcarrier cultures over three 
weeks in control (CTRL) or osteogenic (OST) medium. Microcarriers were seeded at densities of 
5,000 cells/cm2, 25,000 cells/cm2, or 50,000 cells/cm2 on day 0. Calcium deposition is expressed 
as a) absolute amount, and b) normalized relative to DNA content. Brackets and associated stars 
indicate statistically significant differences (p<0.05). 
 
 
Figure S1: Effect of stirring rate on microparticle size using the Axial-1.0 impeller geometry, 
demonstrating very good batch-to-batch reproducibility. Histograms show three separate batches 
of microparticles at each stirring rate of a) 250 rpm, b) 380 rpm, and c) 500 rpm. 
 
Figure S2: Effect of stirring rate on microparticle size using the Axial-0.3 impeller geometry, 
demonstrating very good batch-to-batch reproducibility. Histograms show three separate batches 
of microparticles at each stirring rate of a) 250 rpm, b) 380 rpm, and c) 500 rpm. 
 

Figure S3: Fluorescence microscopy of human lung fibroblasts cultured on GmC at day 1 after 
seeding. Image at left shows green cytoplasm of living cells under control conditions. Image at 
right shows red-stained nuclei of dead cells after 20 min of ethanol treatment, showing that dead 
nuclei can be clearly distinguished from the autofluorescence of the gelatin matrix. Scale bar 
represents 200 μm. 
 
Figure S4: Cell loading efficiency for MSC seeded at 15,000 cells/cm

2
 on microcarriers of 6.0 %, 

10.0 %, or 14.0 % wt/vol gelatin at day one after seeding.  
 
Figure S5: Cell density on GMC over time of MSC seeded at 5,000-50,000 cells/cm2 on 6.0 % 
wt/vol gelatin GmC and cultured in control and osteogenic media. 
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